CMC International is a U.S.–based company

founded in 2003. With deep manufacturing knowledge

Taking the Risk
Out of Offshore Sourcing
Quality Manufacturing Matched to Your Needs

and experience, we help companies source product from

quality offshore manufacturing sources, providing the

best possible options for pricing and inventory control.
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Har dwar e
Fi n ish e d Goods

⁄ Cast i ngs

Helping You Find the
Right Offshore Supplier

⁄ Ha rdwa re

Process Designed to Fit
Your Goals and Needs

Since its inception, CMC International has developed
a large network of quality overseas manufacturing

Once CMC International receives a request for

resources with a broad range of capabilities, including

quote, we review the print to determine which of

but not limited to, machining, stamping, castings,

our factories are best qualified to manufacture the

plastics and finished goods such as casters. Each

part at the most economical pricing. Upon receipt

source is carefully matched to meet our customers’

of pricing, we create the most efficient shipping

needs and requirements.

schedule for each customer to maximize inventory

Every program or order is designed to keep costs to a

and cost control. This may include shipping the

minimum while providing the customer with the best

annual usage at one time, quarterly shipments or

possible options for pricing and inventory control.

even monthly releases.
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Quality Offshore Sourcing for Your Budget
and Manufacturing Needs

]

Communication and coordination with our
customers is a central part of every process. We
thoroughly discuss the most important issues
with the buyers and then determine the best
method for all parties involved.
We see each order through completion, providing
samples as needed to make sure every customer
is completely satisfied.
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